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The Gate Lodge 

So I’ll tell you a little bit of history. As you come  

in the main gate of the hospital, on the right you  

had the lodge which was the main switchboard  

to the hospital itself. There was a Head Gate Porter 

there and he lived there with his wife and they 

reared their family there, the Twomey family. 

 
Noel Dempsey   
Cork Folklore Project (2017) Sound Recording 618

Close to where you now stand was the Gate 

Lodge and entry point to the Orthopaedic 

hospital since it first opened in 1955. For twenty-

three years, the Twomey family were residents  

in the Gate Lodge. William and Patricia Twomey, 

together with their children, had a central role  

in the life of the hospital. In 2018, their daughter 

Lorraine remembered: 

A position came up in what was to be the new 

hospital and with the job as gate porter came  

the gate lodge as living accommodation. So my  

dad moved in some time in 1955 before the hospital 

opened. Then my mom and dad got married in July 

1956 and then my mother moved in then when they 

came back from honeymoon. 

 
Lorraine Twomey  

Cork Folklore Project (2018) Sound Recording 673

From their position in the Gate Lodge, 

the Twomey family witnessed the life of ‘the 

Orthopaedic’ as well enjoying a unique living 

experience in the grounds of the hospital: 

We were under very strict instructions…  

One particular brother found it very difficult to 

keep to those rules because the hospital was like  

a huge playground. Sometimes my dad would get  

a phone call saying there are some children playing 

nearby and if she said it was us, she was basically 

saying “I know it’s your kids and they’re not that 

bad but just clear them off.”  

 
Lorraine Twomey  

Cork Folklore Project (2018) Sound Recording 673

Through this entrance, patients, doctors, nurses, 

staff and visitors breathed life into ‘the Orthopaedic’. 

For the Twomeys, life continued in parallel to the 

routine of the hospital: 

One other memory I have about growing up which 

we all laugh about: When we had our television was 

in our kitchen which was at the back of the house… 

The front room was for visitors. But at Christmas 

my dad moved the television out to the front room… 

but at the time the aerial had to be moved on top of 

the roof of the lodge. So my dad used go up on top  

of the roof and then one of my brothers used stand 

on the pillar which was over the pedestrian gate and 

then another stood on the back steps and another 

brother then was in the front room. And they used 

to do a relay of “It’s fine. It’s fine! It’s not. It’s not! 

It’s snowy!” I mean if anyone passed by to visit a 

patient they’d think we were off our rockers. 

 
Lorraine Twomey  

Cork Folklore Project (2018) Sound Recording 673
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Welcome

Memories of the Orthopaedic  

is an oral history collaboration between the 

Health Action Zone project in the Cork North 

Community Work Department HSE and the 

Cork Folklore Project. The project digitally 

recorded memories and stories relating to  

the old St. Mary’s Orthopaedic Hospital  

or ‘The Orthopaedic” as it is better known.  

From former staff and patients, to members  

of the public who visited the hospital over the 

years, the memories were recorded from local 

people with a deep connection to ‘the 

Orthopaedic’ and the community it served.  

Samples of those memories can be read on 

panels on the new St.Mary’s Health Campus 

Health and Heritage Circuit which bring  

to life the site where you now stand.   

History  

Originally planned as fever hospital, the current 

site of St Mary’s Health Campus, was officially 

opened as an orthopaedic hospital in November 

1955 by the Cork born Minister for Health,  

Tom O’Higgins. The early years saw rapid 

development within the hospital, as well as 

significant challenges like the polio epidemic  

of 1956.  In 1970, the hospital received 

international recognition when it performed 

the first artificial hip replacement in Ireland.   

The hospital continued to play a central role  

in the life of Cork through the 1970s and 1980s, 

with patients like the former Taoiseach,  

Jack Lynch spending time at ‘the Orthopaedic’.  

In the 1990s, the need to rationalise medical 

services in the Cork region signalled the slow 

demise of the hospital. Over its fifty years  

of service to the people of Cork and beyond,  

‘the Orthopaedic’, became deeply engrained  

as a key landmark in the city’s landscape  

and social memory.  

 

For a detailed historical account, see The Ministry 

of Healing, An Oral and Historical Record by  

Dr. Tomás Mac Conmara, which was published 

by the Cork North Community Work Department, 

HSE and can be obtained from the Cork 

Folklore Project and Cork North Community 

Work Department.      

Archives  

All interviews recorded for Memories of  

the Orthopaedic have been deposited with  

the Cork Folklore Project and can be accessed  

by contacting the Project on cnfp@nce.ie  

or through www.corkfolklore.org 
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Taken from the Memories of the Orthopaedic  

Oral History Project, a collaboration between  

Cork Folklore Project, Cork North Community 

Work Department and the Health Action Zone 

Project in the HSE.
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The Hospital

The memory was of doctors in white coats,  

nurses with their veils on. Everybody in the non-

nursing staff had a white coat with a green collar. 

It was a hive of activity and of course ambulances 

coming in and out. I used to go over to the laundry 

and my memories of it is: big machines, sheets and 

pillowcases being washed spectacularly white,  

and they coming out pristine pressed. The smell  

of the machines and people like my grandmother.

Tony Fitzgerald   

Cork Folklore Project (2017) Interview 648

Block One was a ladies’ ward. Then you had  

Block Two which was a men’s ward. You had  

Block Three which was for children. You had 

Block Four which was a burn unit, and behind  

it you had physiotherapy department. 

Across the road from that you had Block Eight 

which was a ladies ward. Come down from that 

you had Block Nine which was the main block 

itself for people going for hip operations. They’d 

be transferred down there the night before from 

other wards and they’d be prepared for theatre 

and have their surgery. And they go into the 

recovery room after that. 

Below that you had Block Seven which was another 

ward for men. Below that, the nurses in the hospital, 

the majority of ‘em stayed because they were too far 

away from home, from over the country. So that was 

the nurse’s quarters there. The main gates would  

be locked at twelve o’clock at night.

Noel Dempsey

Cork Folklore Project (2017) Interview 618  

““

St. Mary’s  
Health Campus  
Memory Trail

St. Mary’s  
Health Campus  
Wellness Walk

Walking is free, easy and for everyone. Start with 10 minutes a day.  
For health benefits build up to 30 minutes a day most days of the week. 
Find out more ways walking is good for health www.getirelandactive.ie

All quotes above have been taken from interviews recorded 

for the Memories of the Orthopaedic Oral History Project.
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Patients

Then as the years went on orthopaedic surgery 

changed substantially. I remember well the first 

total hip replacement, I remember the lady.  

I remember her name. She was quite a young 

woman, would have been very active if she hadn’t 

hip problems. I always remember she had a scissors 

gait [type of gait abnormality] and the one  thing 

she wanted to do was to be able to go dancing and 

the transport would be the back of the motorbike 

with her husband. And she achieved it! So ‘twas 

great, she was the first. She had one hip done first 

and then some months later she had the second 

one done and she was very proud of being able  

to wear Cuban heel shoes! 

Maura O’Connell  

Cork Folklore Project (2017) Interview 626

One aspect during our working life here that 

annoyed us significantly was the major cutbacks 

and the fact that 300 of our patients who needed 

joint replacement surgery were sent by helicopter 

to Belfast at great expense. We felt strongly at  

the time as did our colleagues in Dublin that all  

of these patients should have been operated on  

in Ireland and they should not have been bussed 

as it were to Belfast. That obviously is water under 

the bridge now. They were picked up at Cork 

airport, an ambulance brought them to the airport 

and they were transferred to a helipad in Belfast 

Royal Infirmary. It was actually 1993, at that 

stage they were in the process of building a new 

clean air operating theatre and 1.6 million was set 

aside to tackle the waiting-list which obviously had 

grown significantly and tenders were sent out and 

the lowest tender came from the Royal Victoria 

Hospital in Belfast.

Dr John Curtin

Cork Folklore Project (2017) Interview 632  

““

Spend 5 minutes warming up before exercise, 5 minutes cooling  
down after exercise and remember to drink water before,  
during and after your exercise to keep hydrated and fresh.
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All quotes above have been taken from interviews recorded 

for the Memories of the Orthopaedic Oral History Project.
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The Grounds

The grounds were very well maintained. There was 

a full-time gardener here who kept the place in very 

good order and planted a number of trees that are 

still around the perimeter of the hospital and there 

was plenty of work for him to do and he was kept 

fully occupied. He used to come to work in his  

horse and cart. 

Dr John Curtin  

Cork Folklore Project (2017) Interview 632

My goodness you went in there and it was like a haven 

of peace really to be honest. What was lovely about it 

was the greenery. You had the green fields. My office 

was looking out over that field and it was absolutely 

gorgeous like, do you know, it was so peaceful in there. 

I do remember one day actually there was a fall of 

snow it was so heavenly.

When you’d look out the window there just, there was 

a couple of holly trees. And the matron would always 

come out just before Christmas and she’d cut the holly. 

And we could all get a little sprig to take home.

There used be magic mushrooms growing in the  

field and it was like something out of science fiction. 

These people used come in and they’d have like 

hoodies on them and they’d walk along the grass  

like this picking the magic mushrooms. And then  

of course they’d be hunted and the guards would 

come. But I do remember one particular day and 

there was this girl she was about fifteen and the 

matron banged on the window and she put the  

two fingers up the matron, we were laughing.

Breda McShane

Cork Folklore Project (2017) Interview 625  

““

All quotes above have been taken from interviews recorded 

for the Memories of the Orthopaedic Oral History Project.

Set yourself a goal that’s achievable, for example:  
a walk during lunch time three times a week.  
Every Step Counts – build up to 10,000 steps a day at a brisk pace.
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Life in the Hospital

Twas more homely than other hospitals when 

nobody knows each other, tis so big. Here everyone 

kinda knew each other. And the patients could 

walk out. And when the children were in Block 

Three they used open the doors and put them out 

for a bit of fresh air. And then we had Sister Doyle, 

she was very good, she killed us now: “Misses, what 

kind of mothers have ye?!” But she was very good  

to the children but I suppose twas home as well  

as hospital. 

Mary O’Sullivan  

Cork Folklore Project (2017) Interview 628

I mean you couldn’t call the nurses by their first 

name. I remember one incident, I knew this  

nurse very well, I knew her husband we used  

to run marathons. And I called this nurse by  

her first name. Next thing I got a call over to  

the administration. The nurse was called into  

the office and she was read the riot act by Sister.  

I was sent over to meet the matron and told under 

no circumstances was I to call nurses by their  

first name I had to address them as Nurse Higgins 

or nurse whatever.

You couldn’t talk to consultants. You just couldn’t. 

They just wouldn’t talk to you, they’d just come in. 

Even when I got the job as an anaesthetic assistant 

some of them wouldn’t talk to you. And then that 

all changed.

Peter Sargent

Cork Folklore Project (2017) Interview 633 

““

All quotes above have been taken from interviews recorded 

for the Memories of the Orthopaedic Oral History Project.

Walk it off! Regular walking helps  
lose weight and prevent weight gain 
For more info visit www.safefood.eu
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Humour

Everybody seemed to die in night time at their 

weakest so you could be called to go to Block  

Eight to remove a corpse. I remember one night 

there was a chap, he was only after starting so  

he had no idea. Off up to Block Eight anyway  

and this chap told me, “Noel I never saw a dead 

person.” So I said “You’ll be all right.” So we went 

into Block Eight and we met the nurses and bring 

the trolley in, put it alongside the bed and transfer 

the corpse onto the trolley. There was loads of 

flowers now and loads of fruit and everything  

up on her locker. So the lad says to the nurse  

“Will I bring the fruit?” The nurse says “You hardly 

think it’s a picnic she is going on do ya? 

Noel Dempsey  

Cork Folklore Project (2017) Interview 618

We were never allowed near the Orthopaedic.  

The fear of God was put into us about the 

Orthopaedic. There was a family living there. 

There was a little house outside the gate and  

you’d see the light on there by night. That was 

the only light you’d see round the whole of the 

Orthopaedic by night was the light in the house  

in the front. The family was living in there.  

But we were never up there by night anyway.  

We would have been not allowed to play up 

there, the fear of God was put into us. So I don’t 

know where I got the idea that they were in there 

chopping legs and hands off!

Breda McNamara

Cork Folklore Project (2017) Interview 622 

“
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“

All quotes above have been taken from interviews recorded 

for the Memories of the Orthopaedic Oral History Project.

Regular exercise improves your emotional and physical well-being.  
It also reduces your risk of high blood pressure, heart attack and  
stroke, as well as many other diseases.
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